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Introduction: Trait-like anomalies of subjective experience have been empirically identified as schizophrenia-specific markers of vulnerability in several clinical and genetic high-risk populations. Recently, Parnas and colleagues have identified and preliminarily explored a composite score (i.e. Self-Disorder Scale, SDO) within the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) that approximates such construct. SDO differs from the MMPI psychotomimetic scale, and includes presents items very similar to Self Disorder investigated by EASE (Examination of Anomalous Self-experience).

Objectives: This study is a confirmatory analysis of the correspondence of Self-Disorder Scale (SDO) of the MMPI with some items of EASE, in a population of adolescents. These items are present in psychotic and in at risk mental state subjects.

Methods: We administered MMPI and EASE to 34 help seeker adolescent patients and correlate all dimensions of MMPI with EASE total score and its domains.

Results: MMPI SDO scores significantly correlated with schizophrenia-spectrum diagnosis and high-risk mental states.

Conclusions: SDO is an MMPI analogous of Self Disorders and can be used as a useful screen to detect patients at potential risk for schizophrenia spectrum disorders, that could be further explored with the EASE.
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Introduction: The diagnosis of psychotic depression has its origin in the millenial term of Melancholia.

Objectives: A case of psychotic depression is presented to highlight its psychopathological characteristics and to make a historical overview of its origins.

Methods: We present the case of a 40-year-old male patient with a history of dysthymic mood who developed a major depressive mood, loss of self-care, decreased apetite, insomnia and repetitive speech with ideas of guilt and ruin of psychotic characteristics.

Results: Melancholy is a term used since the time of Hippocrates, who spoke of it as the state that appears after the prolongation of an intense period of sadness. It was extolled and self-attributed by authors such as Montaigne and branded as selfish by authors such as Cicero in the days when reason and madness formed a whole and distinguishing their limits was a complex task. Esquirol changed his name to Lypemania to get rid of its poetic nuances and framed it within partial insanity. Both he and the rest of the psychopathologists of the XIX century and early XX considered the melancholic as the great tormented, the one who despises himself and blames all ills, who suffers from apathy and above all presents a strong pain of the soul.

Conclusions: Later it was Falret and Baillarger who unified melancholy with mania in what they nominate as circular and dual-form insanity. This gave way to the Krapelalian entity of manic-depressive insanity, the direct predecessor of the current Bipolar Disorder, which includes the diagnosis of our clinical case.
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Introduction: Holender and Hirsch defined hysterical psychosis in 1964 and, while hysteria has a contemporary equivalent in somatoform/dissociation disorder, hysterical psychosis remains set a drift in the nosological understanding of psychiatric disorders.

Objectives: To present a case report of a hysterical psychosis and to review this nosological construct.

Methods: Clinical interview, consultation of clinical records and review of literature using the Pubmed platform.

Results: The authors present a case of a 38 year-old woman, admitted in a psychiatric emergency department for bizarre behavior, restlessness, auditory (pseudo)hallucinations and emotional lability, starting 1 week after a personal development retreat. This is the second episode of this nature, the first being a 15-day hospitalization 7 years ago, with rapid stabilization, examination and restitium ad integrum throughout follow-up. The patient initiated Olanzapine and was referred to an outpatient clinic, with rapid stabilization and restitium ad integrum. The patient initiated Olanzapine and was referred to an outpatient clinic, with rapid stabilization and restitium ad integrum throughout follow-up. Given the episode and patient characteristics, a hysterical psychosis diagnosis may be accurate, taking into account the acute onset and course, the pleomorphic nature of symptoms and the presence of a